SENATE RACES CLOSE

Last night's Senate Elections produced a surprisingly heavy turnout which returned four incumbents to their seats. The four: Frank McAleer, Tom O'Laughlin, John Mateja and Dave Loring won in Flanner, Off-Campus, Lyons and Keenan respectively.

Zahn had the highest turnout with a total of 322 votes being cast. Boy Gayotte won there with 117 votes, outdistancing his opponent Bob Bower (70 votes). Beene-Phillips also had a heavy vote with a majority being split between several write-in candidates. Bill Parry with 69 votes and Frank Moore with 46 votes were the victors there. An odd situation developed.

The Holy Cross with a plurality of votes being cast for "no senator." Gary Wesler won over there with 15 votes. In Flanner B tower a plurality of votes were cast for various write-in candidates, with Frank McAleer and Don Patrick coasted to victory unopposed. In Flanner A tower both Tim Westman and Mike Walker won on write-in candidacies, though a plurality of votes were cast for other write-ins.

CLOSE RACES

The closest Senate races were in Howard, Off-Campus, Cavanaugh, Morrissey, Walsh, Grace C tower, Grace D tower and Pangborn. In Howard, Robert Ryan narrowly defeated Peter F. Hayes 46 to 44, while in Off-Campus Don Mooney led the field of candidates with 47 votes while Vince Degue brought up the rear with 33 votes. The total numbers in between. Phil Cernene, who came in second in Cavanaugh squelched by Mark Wenick by a four vote margin. Morrissey's George Anderson shut down Ray Dalton 67 to 63, Grace C tower election provided some excitement with victors Bruce Keunnen and Bob McGill tying with 54 votes respectively. Grace D tower was another squeaker with write-in candidate James Clarke de-feating Gary Batchelor by one vote. Another one vote margin was recorded in Pangborn with Frank Murphy defeating Steve Nae 34 to 33.

CAMPUS PERSONALITIES

Several campus personalities recorded victories in the contests tonight most notable among them being Tim Treanor, Observer Editorial Page Editor, a big winner in Flanner, Don Mooney Student Government Public Relations man, Bruce Kuennen chairman of the campus YAP chaplain, Steve Nae Nova's electioneer, and Frank Devine WNDU announcer.

WRITE-INS

The elections showed an unusually large number of write-ins this year. Some of these were due to the fact that two halls, Flanner A tower and St. Fe's, had no announced candidates. Large numbers of write-ins were recorded in Walsh, Breen-Phillips, Keenan, Flanner B tower, and Farley. The total number of written votes recorded were 462.

NBC to report on life at ND

by Art Ferranti

A team from NBC's First Tuesday monthly television program has been on the campus since Thursday and will remain here until Monday, Oct. 19, to film the university with emphasis on non-violent changes in the university's life and structure.

The crew is led by Mr. Patrick Tresnu who is project manager and writer for this segment. He is not only the interviewer and may do the narration for the segment. Mr. Charles Boyle is the designer and executive editor. Mr. Harris is his assistant cameraman. Mr. Hornung is the director and in charge of the lighting. Mr. Kinnick is the unit manager who sets up all camera appointments. Mr. Litton is the executive producer for the show.

Last Friday and Saturday they shut the pop rally and the Army-Notre Dame football game subjectively trying to show that tradition is still present. They interviewed radio announcer Paul Hornung and president of the alumni Don O'Brien concerning their feelings change at Notre Dame. In separate discussions, Treanor spoke with SSB Dave Krasnka and SBVP Mark Wningen on basically the same topic.

The team filmed the 12:15 Mass at the Sacred Heart Church Sunday. Treanor was particularly impressed with "Bridge Over Troubled Water" being sung at the conclusion. Boyce pointed out that this action typifies some of the changes at Notre Dame in that while the singing is modern in concept, the song did actually fit the mood and meaning of the moment.

The aspects of the Black Studies Program and the role of the minority were also probed in a later discussion.

Tuesday night the crew interviewed editor-in-chief of The Observer Glen Corso and also shot footage of the team.

They are planning to speak with Coach Ara Paragian, Joe Theisman and Tom Garfield on the changes in Notre Dame athletics during the past few years.

Larry Dibildery will also be interviewed concerning his anti-war statement which appeared in the Sunday night news and the ND-Purdue game program.

Father Hesburgh will speak with the television news team Monday. Treanor said Hesburgh represents a kind of "reasonable discipline" to the public. They will also take more shots of the campus, hopefully some shots of half-balls.

Tresne originally conceived the idea of doing a story about Notre Dame by talking with people he knew that are connected with the university. Last years Army games, during which the band formed a peace symbol and played themes from the German folk group, "The Beatles," also interested him, he said. During his stay, Tresne said he was impressed by the life styles in the dorms and the great maturity of the students and the faculty. He was also impressed by the general courtesy shown to him and his crew.

This segment of First Tuesday will probably be 20-25 minutes in length and will be aired at 9:00 PM on WNDU Channel 16.

Amnesty proposed in S.G. letter

by Dave McCarthy

According to Academic Affairs Commission, Bill Wilka, the Student Government recently sent a letter to University Provost, Fr. James Burkhardt proposing amnesty for students and faculty members desiring to participate in student demonstrations.

Wilka explained the guidelines of the proposal. The races would take place between October 21-November 4, pending written agreements between students and teachers.

"Absences would be treated as cuts," he said. He further noted that the proposal, though similar in structure to that of last year's strike, calls for the establishment of student/faculty Review Boards in each college to treat violations, thus,"adding a student responsibility," according to Wilka.

In explaining the rationale of the proposal Wilka noted that the spirit behind both the Senate and Board of Student Agencies, though a plurality of votes were cast for other write-ins.
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CONTROVERSY

This year's elections were marked by the controversy over the new construction plans by the Krashna administration which would abolish the Senate and substitute in its place the President's Council as the legislative body on campus. One frequently recurring charge was that the Senate was that the student body would not have a voice in the election time, that they no longer fully strengthened. The Senator total number of votes last night were 3866, and the number of write-in votes since in most halls people could vote for two candidates.
by Kevin McGill

Fr. James Rielle, Dean of Students, addressed a meeting of the Faculty Senate last night in the Continuing Education Center, informing the members of, and calling for their help in, the serious problem of campus security. Sighting the violent events of this last weekend, he pointed out the weaknesses in the present security system and announced suggested solutions, including the locking at night of all dorms and the use of floodlights on the Main Quad.

On Friday night, two Notre Dame students and two Army cadets were assaulted on campus. They were not robbed but merely beaten. On Monday night, Ed Grimmer was knifed in front of Alumni Hall while attempting to pursue a youth who was part of a group that had robbed his hall. Fr. Rielle said that an off-campus student had been stabbed through the chest on Saturday night and is now in the hospital suffering from internal bleeding.

"These are not just joy riding teenagers we have to deal with," Fr. Rielle said. "They are criminals. They have criminal records. One of the youths under suspect is escaped from prison and has been arrested twenty-two times for automo-

while. Fr. Rielle feels that the Security Department is greatly improved in the four years that Arthur Pears has been its Director, he sees it as still far from perfect.

Fr. Rielle has been its Director, he sees it as still far from perfect. The University, Fr. Rielle related, can give a man of twenty-five years experience in police work only $6,000 a year, while a rookie in South Bend can earn $9,000 after fourteen weeks of training, and can start at $10,000 in Detroit. It is hard to get experienced men. Most off-duty policemen from South Bend are already moonlighting somewhere, and the Department actually prefers to have their own men, over whom they can have more control.

When a man decides to work for Notre Dame Security, he becomes the butt of tremen-

dous student and faculty abuse. Many new security men, even veteran policemen, leave Notre Dame after a few weeks because of the "pig attitude" and the verbal abuse. Fr. Rielle criti-
cized the Observer for its exag-
erated account of police brutality and stated that it has a positive attitude toward Security.

"It's hard to find a man thick skinned and calm enough to bear the abuse of this job. You can't abuse a man for six days and when you run into trouble on the seventh, expect him to come running to your help.

"All in all, it is extremely difficult to find and keep qualified personnel for Security," he said.

To remedy this problem, the Security Department is consider-

(Continued on page 8)

The scene at last night's Faculty Senate meeting.

Soph. Lit. Fest. attract personalities

by Tom Hufendick

The Sophomore Literary Festi-
tival, touted both nationally and locally for its continuing ability to attract respected literary personalities, yesterday announced their plans for the spring event. People already scheduled to attend the Festival—held this year March 28 through April 3—include Tom Stoppard, Ellen Stewart, and Charles Gordone.

Festival chairman Kevin O'Connor noted, "This choice of speakers reflects our concentra-
tion on the theatre in that all three personalities are intimately associated with drama." When asked why drama was to be concentrated on this year, O'Connor explained, "The theatre has been the keynote of the Festival in past years. By con-

centrating on drama, we can expand the focus of the SLF." Tom Stoppard, author of the play "Rosencrantz and Guilden-

stem Are Dead," is probably the best known of those now scheduled to attend. "While only 31, this English playwright is criti-
cally considered one of the most remarkable contemporary dra-
matic writers in our time," stated Fr. Robert O'Connor.

Charles Gordone is a second playwright who will attend the Festival. And he has a very special claim to fame. He is the first black man to win a Pulitzer Prize for literature. Albert Camus' "No Place to Be Somebody." When O'Connor was asked what he meant by "No Place to Be Somebody," O'Connor explained, "one of the most unique voices in black literature. He has
definite ideas about the efficacy of the exclusive black theater."

O'Connor went on to note that these ideas seem to differ from those of both Pauline Browne and LeRoi Jones, two black writers who have attended the Festival in past years. Though not a playwright, the other personality who will defi-
nitely attend is nonetheless a leading force in world-wide experi-

cmental drama. She is a middle-aged black woman named Ellen Stewart. By found-
ing the Le Mama Theatre Group she became one of the initiators of the important off-off Broad-

way movement. This theatre group will set up a theatrical workshop during Festival week, and O'Connor mentioned that "La Mama" will work with the ND-SMC Theatre as well as with the SLF.

Besides announcing those who have confirmed their intention to attend the Festival, O'Connor emphasized that other writers will be present. There is Terence McNally, for example, whose tentative acceptance was received by the SLF this week. This gentleman first came to attention in 1965 with a full-length play on Broad-

way called "And Things That Go Bump in the Night.""More currently he has won acclaim for the controversial play "Sweet 

"We are also hopeful that culture-critic, novelist, and film-
maker Susan Sontag will be present. O'Connor noted that the attempt would be made to increase contact with the authors in a more personal atmosphere. "We should have a great opportunity for small seminar sessions be-

cause many of our speakers will remain on campus for the good part of the week," O'Connor said.

Diane Manfredi, associate chairman for the Festival this year, added, "We will also seek expanded St. Mary's participa-
tion, and there is the possibility that an event might be scheduled there."

Manfredi also mentioned that the financial preparation for the Festival will also be slightly different from past Festivals. "Paton cards have not been sold for the simple reason that our efforts were more general this year."

(Continued on page 3)

the Sea - Gull 

by Anton Chekhov

Washington Hall Oct. 19, 17, 22, 23, 24 - 8:30 PM and Oct. 18 at 2:30 PM

Tickets $1.50

In Information 284-4176

Believe it or not -

"AMERICA" is CLOSED FRIDAY

Flanagan Hall Party
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BELLS

I H A L K

by Ed McMahon

In which the candid comedian answers questions about Beer, and the drinking of same.

DEAR ED: Every now and then, I see guys putting salt in their beer. What's it all about?

ALFIE

DEAR ALFIE: I'll tell you what it's all about...it's about to drive me crazy! Now, I have nothing against salt. On hard-boiled eggs. Or french fries. But not in my Bud.

Putting salt in beer, some say, perks up the head...or liven's up the taste...makes the beer "drier." With Budweiser, though, all salt can do is make it salty. Because Bud is already just about perfect.

So save the salt for the popcorn, please. We put heart, soul and our exclusive Beechwood Ageing into Budweiser. All you need to enjoy it is a glass... or drink it right from the can, if that's your bag...

Beer questions? Write: Ed McMahon, Anheuser-Busch, Inc., 721 Pantlitz St., St. Louis, Mo. 63186

Budweiser

KING OF BEERS

Any material, any length, charts and diagrams. $5.00/page. Will pick up and deliver. Call Connie Paden 2894177 after 4 PM.
ND losing top Fresh applicants

by Bob Higgins

Dr. Peter Grande, Director of Admissions, spoke at a Sunday interview that his latest results of SAT scores reveal that although 1970's applicants are more intelligent than those last years, Notre Dame is losing its best applicants to other schools.

Statistics show that the mean score for applicants accepted but not confirmed is significantly higher than the mean for those accepted and now attending the university.

Grande attributed this to a combination of two causes.

First, Grande said that there are many excellent students applying to Notre Dame who are in extreme financial need and consequently expect to receive aid. If the aid is not received the students will turn to other schools who have more revenue with which to work.

Secondly, he believes that many applicants choose Notre Dame as a second or third alternative, and upon acceptance at other schools, lose interest in Notre Dame.

Dr. Grande stated that more high school students are applying to Notre Dame than ever before. He sees this as a direct result of the increased staff of the admission office, which allows for more visiting of high schools across the nation. He said he feels that with the help of Alumni Clubs in the major cities, Notre Dame applicant pool could be increased to an even greater degree. Grande emphasized that increased application did not mean increased enrollment. Rather, he said, it would increase the quality of the students accepted.

On the same subject Grande later said that the admission office plans to admit fewer freshmen next year and concentrate on increasing the admission of qualified transfer students.

In speaking of the minority program, Dr. Grande reported that the year's program is working well, using the funds received from the Cotton Bowl, 1970, divided over a four year period. This ensures that students with scholarships will be able to retain them until they graduate.

When asked about next year's participation needed (Continued from page 2)

sponsoring movies has been consolidated with Cinema '91 and the Contemporary Arts Festival. Joint sponsorship is now through the Cultural Arts Commission of the Student Union, he said.

Both O'Connor and Manfredi made a point of thanking faculty advisors Donald Costello, John Matthews, and Richard Birot for their help. "In addition, former Festival chairman Bob Hall, Rich Fitzgerald, and Jim Metzger have provided invaluable help and guidance," O'Connor affirmed.

They added that a call for student participation to help organize the Festival would be made sometime later in the year.

program, Grande replied that no definite plans have been set. Recent changes have been made to major cities, such as Gary, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Washington.

D. C. Grande mentioned that the source for next year's minority scholarship is unknown, but he assumes the amount to be similar to this year's.

One aspect of minority recruitment that has helped Grande to increase applications, contended Grande, is the admission's office policy of waiving application fees for minority applicants if requested. Grande said that the money, which is used to pay University salaries, can be forfeited to increase the chance for a minority student application to be accepted.

Jane Fonda to speak here

by Greg Rowinski

Actress Jane Fonda will come to Notre Dame in early November to talk on the possible alternatives to the present ill in our society.

"I think that there is no weapon so powerful as the perception of the alternative," Miss Fonda has said in describing the purpose of her speaking tour.

The Student Union Academic Commission is sponsoring her appearance November 8, at Stepan Center, beginning at 8 p.m.

Co-commissioner Jim Metzger feels that Miss Fonda is a unique and needed speaker on this topic. He ranks her as the most active woman in social action today. Though considered a 'jet setter', she has qualified herself in this serious endeavor by having direct contact with many of this country's minority groups.

Her active involvement has been in two directions. First she went out to discover America in her own way, doing what she felt necessary to "organize" the country. She sought "to meet the silent majority I had heard so much about." She also saw the no-longer silent minorities.

"I went out to America in search of America," she said.

"I felt that McGovern's appearance proved that we could heal the present ills in our society. I felt that McGovern's appearance proved that we could heal the present ills in our society. My students would have such a herculean task as my students would have such a herculean task as McGovern's..." She also visited American Indian reservations, and visited reservations and Indian-occupied Alcatraz Island.

After viewing the problem, she went on to her next step: direct action toward beginning some solutions.

With lawyer Mark Lane, she founded an office in Washington, D.C., which collects complaints from G.I.'s who have been illegally disciplined. She talked with soldiers about this situation.

Fonda also has been identified with the situation of the American Indian who has been deported. She visited reservations and Indian-occupied Alcatraz Island.

In speaking of the minority Commission is sponsoring her appearance November 8, at Stepan Center, beginning at 8 p.m.
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BOMBINGS

The recent series of bombings across the country—highlighted by the blast which destroyed a floor on a Harvard library—has signaled a new wave of terrorism by the radicals in this country. Terrorist bombs are nothing new to this country, but the present organized sequence of blasts is most disturbing. The New York Times recently declared that "between January 1, 1969 and April of this year, 4,330 bombs were exploded in buildings and public places in the United States, ... and another 1,174 attempted bombings were forestalled ...". For most of these the "urban guerrillas" as the Times called them, have taken credit for them.

In New York last Tuesday an assembled group of media people listened to the taped voice of Bernardine Dohrn, a fugitive Weatherman leader. She proclaimed the start of a "fall offensive" full on the country. Thursday three rocks exploded the West Coast, while on Saturday a Quebec City conference house was blown apart.

There is a crying need for strong action on the part of public officials to combat this wave of terrorism. Yet additional FBI agents, authority to tape phones and the like, are stop-gap measures more often than not designed to soothe a jittery public's fears.

What is needed is a brilliant attempt to be made such that citizens feel the new "urban guerrillas" can become a common gun moll to aid escaping criminals? Perhaps it was due, in part or whole, to the action of the California trustees and Ronald Reagan. Liklier still it would be that a wave of terrorism. Yet additional FBI agents, authority to tape phones and the like, are stop-gap measures more often than not designed to soothe a jittery public's fears.

What is needed is a brilliant attempt to be made such that citizens feel the new "urban guerrillas" can become a common gun moll to aid escaping criminals? Perhaps it was due, in part or whole, to the action of the California trustees and Ronald Reagan. Liklier still it would be that a wave of terrorism. Yet additional FBI agents, authority to tape phones and the like, are stop-gap measures more often than not designed to soothe a jittery public's fears.

The three uniforms ripped off belonged not to three tin soldiers at Price imminently by omitting mention of them, but to the people who glanced at yesterday's Observer merge with The Chicago Tribune. Larry Overland 110 S. Taylor Scott Bred

Editor: Being both a friend of the "Longhairs" apprehended on Saturday and a host to the three caddies whose greycaps were stolen, I find myself in a rather awkward position from which to comment upon Ted Price's "Greycoats" column of 12 Octo-

ber. Yet Price, in developing his article on his penetrating analysis on McGovern's remarks, I happen to know Sen. McGovern personally and I didn't find him elusive or elusive.

This is not the way to effect change in a society. It only heightens paranoia and leads to ugly repressive measures. Last year by Congressman Al Fksen Lowenstein said that people are withstanding the implications in America if students take the time and trouble to go and explain to them what we feel is wrong. I if this is the case then let us do it and do it now.

Editor, I wish to state that you achieved an effect with the heading "McGovern speaks of revolution." These four words will be remembered by most of the people who glanced at yesterday's Observer.

Dear Editor,

Very few of your ardent readers will look deep enough into your hastily formed headlines to find just what McGovern was talking about. I also wish to comment on the article (Phoenix author of the article on his penetrate analysis McGovern's remarks, I happen to know Sen. McGovern personally and I didn't find him elusive or elusive.

Next time, Mr. Winstead, don't be looking for certain answers to certain questions. By the way did The Observer merge with The Chicago Tribune? Larry Overland 110 S. Taylor Scott Bred

Editor: Being both a friend of the "Longhairs" apprehended on Saturday and a host to the three caddies whose greycaps were stolen, I find myself in a rather awkward position from which to comment upon Ted Price's "Greycoats" column of 12 Octo-

ber. Yet Price, in developing his article on his penetrating analysis on McGovern's remarks, I happen to know Sen. McGovern personally and I didn't find him elusive or elusive.

This is not the way to effect change in a society. It only heightens paranoia and leads to ugly repressive measures. Last year by Congressman Al Fksen Lowenstein said that people are withstanding the implications in America if students take the time and trouble to go and explain to them what we feel is wrong. I if this is the case then let us do it and do it now.
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The three uniforms ripped off belonged not to three tin soldiers at Price imminently by omitting mention of them, but to the three groups who were helped to be escaping the army henceforth, with the help of sympathizers, who took pleasure in the fact that they could do so to be when they wanted at night, and who spend the better part of their time trying either to justify their continuance in the USMA program, or to figure it out a way of it.

And there were three really quiet guys as they rode out to campus Saturday morning in their "civilian". The bottom had fallen out of their weekend and their thoughts were glossing over the four months which lay ahead, four months during which they would daily receive some sort of punishment for having gone to the Notre Dame game without their dress gowns.

And then Price omitted the fact that the Army that dropped the charges (felonious theft and officer impersonation) against the "Longhairs." Surely any group would have let the caddies off the hook had the uniforms not been recovered.

A writer in a wounded nation trying to tackle a problem of disease and infection the wound, but failing to consider that problem in its total perspective, has journalistically ripped off. Jack Flaa

Letters to the Editor:
The three uniforms ripped off belonged not to three tin soldiers at Price imminently by omitting mention of them, but to the three groups who were helped to be escaping the army henceforth, with the help of sympathizers, who took pleasure in the fact that they could do so to be when they wanted at night, and who spend the better part of their time trying either to justify their continuance in the USMA program, or to figure it out a way of it.

And there were three really quiet guys as they rode out to campus Saturday morning in their "civilian". The bottom had fallen out of their weekend and their thoughts were glossing over the four months which lay ahead, four months during which they would daily receive some sort of punishment for having gone to the Notre Dame game without their dress gowns.

And then Price omitted the fact that the Army that dropped the charges (felonious theft and officer impersonation) against the "Longhairs." Surely any group would have let the caddies off the hook had the uniforms not been recovered.

A writer in a wounded nation trying to tackle a problem of disease and infection the wound, but failing to consider that problem in its total perspective, has journalistically ripped off. Jack Flaa
Dear Maintenance and Other Minority Groups Opposed to a Stud Farm? "The Sea-Gull." The play will be presented Oct. 16, 17, 22, 23 to start this article. By telling you who I am and I like my work. Freddie does. I am a janitor. I get up every morning at 5, so I can be sure to walk to school by 6. The first thing I do when I get there is clean all the johns, before everyone gets up. I don't work in a factory like Freddie. I work at the University here in town. I don't work at just a stone mason. A mason builds things for people. I do it right. I don't ask for love in return. I ask only that they listen to me. Freddie never listens to anyone. I don't work in a factory like Freddie. I work at the University here in town. There's a difference, you know. Freddie is tall. He is only 32. He could have a good life here. I am not young like Freddie. I will be 63 in early September. In the role of Madame Arkadina will be Nori Rossi. To create the mood, the theatre's new technical director, Richard Bergman, has added extensive use of lights. Already Mr. Bergman has added important innovation to Washington Hall. Built onto the original stage structure is an apron reaching out into the house past the first row of seats. This will allow the greatest intimacy of 3/4 staging. Assisting Mr. Bergman will be the scenic designer, Jane Shamarger. Tickets for students, faculty, and ND-SMC staff are $1.50. Reservations can be made by calling 284-4176. Any needed information can also be obtained at this number.

Howard J. Borowski

I am a janitor

A mason can build a stone wall, or a mason Mason is French for house. "A mason can build a "Mason is an old stonecutter lye. You have to know some French though, otherwise you won't get it. I got too old though to keep on being a full-time mason. You have to lift a lot of heavy stones, when you are a mason. Lifting a lot of heavy stones can hurt your back. It hurt mine. That's why I am now a janitor at the University. I am a janitor. The kids don't have to worry about the mess, I take care of it for them. I sweep the hallways, or at least I used to when I worked at the University. Now I use a vacuum that the University gave me. It takes longer to vacuum, but it looks much better. I am happy to do it. I make the place a lot more pleasant for the kids. They are very important to me. It is for them that I work so hard.

Some day they will make this country a lot better place to live in. Getting a good education will help them. I don't want them to worry about messy hallways, or dirty basements. I want them only to worry about getting an education.

I do not ask for love in return. Sometimes they even snicker at me. That's okay, too. I work for them because I am a janitor. I do not ask for love in return. Sometimes they even snicker at me. That's okay, too. I work for them because I am a janitor.
In a recent OBSERVER interview, Julie and Tim also pointed out that these consultants, Dr. Lewis Mayhew of Stanford University and Dr. Rosemary Park of U.C.L.A., are planning to be on each of the campuses next week to observe operations. Other subjects, such as the purpose of the research and development commission with regard to co-education, were also discussed in the course of the interview, the text below.

**OBSERVER:** What exactly is your committee trying to do with regard to co-education? **Tim:** What we basically have to do is to educate the Notre Dame student... with a full idea of what co-education means. A lot of people—administrators, students, faculty—consider co-education right now in a purely academic sense. It really is a lot more than that, because of social life, dorm life, services, dining halls, laundry, everything, has to be focussed on the whole concept of co-education and brought into the whole perspective of co-education. St. Mary's, as a college within the whole of Notre Dame, I think it's much broader. Academics is actually only one small part of it.

**OBSERVER:** If co-education were to go ahead, how would it? **Would ND and SMC go co-ed separately, or together? Julie:** Judy, I'll have to ask Park and the consultants who have been engaged by the schools to do a study of a master plan of what procedure is going to be the best one for this particular Notre Dame-St. Mary's complex, and our programs probably going to be influenced by their report; our procedure for co-education is definitely going to be influenced by what they recommend. It ranges from just separated entities, all the way into just one co-educational institution. We'll probably try St. Mary's as a college within the university... it's up to them to come up with the master plan.

**OBSERVER:** What does it appear the consultants are going to propose? **Julie:** I don't think at this point that we can say. They're coming in next week, and Timmy and I will be among the students that will be... meeting with them... for discussion. They're taking in all the different aspects, they're taking in the students, the administration, the staff, the faculty, just every aspect of the two schools and discuss that, and then they are still in the observation process, so they haven't even begun to give us the facts as to what their report is going to be.

**OBSERVER:** What is your combined commission attempting to do now, in the short run? **Julie:** What we'd like to try for is kind of an open exchange between the departments. For instance the Notre Dame English department has already acknowledged the fact that English courses at St. Mary's as well as at Notre Dame can fulfill their (the student's) eight basic requirements for English at Notre Dame. However, St. Mary's hasn't yet made the same agreement with their students as far as allowing Notre Dame courses to fulfill the major requirements at St. Mary's. And what we're hoping to do is iron out these problems out in all the departmental affairs that they are occurring in. Even the already merged departments such as Speech and Drama are having their problems, particularly with degrees, in the concept of a joint degree, which we would like to see in the near future.

**OBSERVER:** These plans are still all with regard to academic co-education, what about the other, social, areas of co-education, which Tim mentioned? **Tim:** For me are several things that we're trying to do on the line of social areas... well, this commission already has done a lot of work with Mr. Price, (Mr. Edmund Price, head of the Food Service), in developing the Huddle and extending the hours and getting students jobs in the Huddle. And, like, right now, we have many more programs already planned with Mr. Price. There's a cafeteria going to be set up downstairs in LaFortune which we hope to expand greatly and work out a similar arrangement with St. Mary's in some way... Another thing that has been talked about for a long time and which many proposals have been made for is a new activities center, some between Notre Dame and St. Mary's, hopefully some joint venture by the two schools, which would provide students from both schools an opportunity for informal gatherings. Going into the concept of co-education, the informal personal relationships are some of the greatest assets to any program of co-education, and which need to be developed. And it's things like a new activities center, and coffee-houses, and just informal little places to get together that will hopefully accomplish that set-up. And it is in this line that we're trying to develop the social aspects of Notre Dame. There's a committee that's been formed (which is going to report to the board of trustees of Notre Dame), which will be made up of people from the faculty and students from both schools, which will really sit down and take a serious look at the whole situation and hopefully come up with some ideas to present. In the near future we're going to start setting up discussion groups within each of the halls on some informal basis where people can just come and talk and discuss the concept of co-education, what it means, what advantages, and disadvantages, and possibilities here.
Missouri's Farmer fights for job

COLUMBIA, Mo. — Mike Farmer is the Tigers' No. 2 college quarterback, but also recognizes that the fellow nipping at his heels, Carl Singer, has an explosive-type attack and is advised of his rights when he sees the hanging judge coming.

Farmer is a candid, clear-thinking college athlete who knows exactly what the score is — five games into 1970 — Mike is the Tigers' quarterback, with a degree of a known child molester. He's beautiful. He speaks with all the deliberation of a guy who plans to be shown to the national audience. The sign should simply read: "Theismann for Heisman."

Should Theismann have a great day, the announcers couldn't help but mention that Theismann would be a strong candidate for the Heisman Trophy.

I suggest a planned effort to make a large banner which is sure to be shown to the national audience. The sign should simply read: "Theismann for Heisman."

A fan of Joe Theismann

Edit

In interests of Notre Dame publicity, especially that of Joe Theismann, I think the nationally televised game this Saturday is an ideal time to present to the public Joe for the Heisman Trophy.

I suggest a planned effort to make a large banner which is sure to be shown to the national audience. The sign should simply read: "Theismann for Heisman."

Coaches Mike DeCicco has announced that there will be a meeting for all prospective candidates next Tuesday, October 20, at 7:00 p.m. This meeting will take place in the auditorium in the main concourse of the Convco Center. (Between the football coaches' and the basketball coaches' offices.) Anyone unable to attend can call 7042 or 4649 for information.

Voice from the crowd

Missouri Quarterback Mike Farmer

Just for the record

compiled by Mike Pavlin

TEAM-SEASON
1.) Passes Attempted — 210, Joe Theismann 98
2.) (New Record) PAT Conversions — 105, Scott Hempel

9.) Passes Broken Up — 19, Clarence Ellis (a junior) 15

10.) Total Offensive Yardage — 4738, Theismann 3606

15.) PAT's Scored — 41, Scott Hempel 19

9.) Total Offensive Yards/Game — 210.5, 223.8

10.) Total Offensive Yardage — 5044, 2178

12.) Total Offensive Yards — 5044, 2178

14.) Pass Interceptions — 9, Clarence Ellis 4

15.) First Downs by Passing — 106, 41

TEAM-SEASON

9.) Touchdowns Responsible For — 21, Theismann 9

10.) Total Offensive Yards — 5044, 2178

11.) Total Offensive Plays — 909, 387

12.) Total Offensive Plays — 909, 387

13.) Touchdowns Passes Caught — 9, Gatewood 4

14.) Interceptions — 9, Clarence Ellis 4

15.) PAT's Scored — 41, Scott Hempel 19

16.) Points by Kicking — 61, Hempel 25

INDIVIDUAL-CAREER

1.) Rushing Average (min. 50 rushes) — 8.11, Larry Parker 9.0

2.) Pass Attempts — 210, Joe Theismann 89

3.) Total Offensive Plays — 909, 387

4.) Tackles allowed — 41, 46

5.) Total Performance Yardage** — 4833, Theismann 3718

6.) Points Scored — 389,163

7.) (New Record) PAT Conversions — 105, Scott Hempel

8.) (New Record) PAT Conversions — 98, Carl Singer

9.) Touchdowns — 55,22

10.) Total Offensive Yardage — 4738, Theismann 3606

11.) Total Offensive Yards — 5044, 2178

12.) Total Offensive Plays — 909, 387

13.) Total Offensive Yards/Game — 210.5, 223.8

14.) Field Goals — 13, Hempel 12

15.) PAT's Scored — 41, Scott Hempel 19

* All Yardage gained except on Punts, PAT's, Field Goals.

** Includes Rushes, Passes, Pass Receptions, Interceptions, Punts, Kick Returns, PAT's, Field Goals.

** All Yardage gained except on Punt's, PAT's, Field Goals.
Reds 'May' still win World Series

BALTIMORE (UPI) — Lee May saved the jittery Cincinnati Reds from the ignominy of being swept in four straight games by catching a three run homer Wednesday to beat Brooks Robinson and the Baltimore Orioles 6-5 in the fourth game of the World Series. The Reds were on the brink of being the 11th team in series history to lose all four games — trailing 5-3 mainly because of the 11th team in series history to lose all four games. The Reds looked like losers much of the game — making three errors — but May's homer and 3 2/3 innings of hitless relief ball by Clay Carroll, who shook his fastballs in the air after striking out Don Buford to end the game, kept the Reds from being eliminated.

A crowd of 53,000 came to see the Orioles sweep and they weren't delightfed for most of the game. Brooks Robinson, who was 4 for 4, drove in two runs and scored two and didn't seem to matter that he was thrown out at the plate by Pete Rose in the third inning because Jim Palmer allowed five hits over the first seven innings and seemed to have the game under control. The Reds' top two sluggers, Tony Perez and Johnny Bench, were leading off the night but it didn't seem to matter because both were 0 for 3 in the game and Perez was 1 for 13 and Bench 2 for 14 in the series. However, Palmer walked Perez on a 3-2 pitch and Bench seemingly singled him to third. Manager Earl Weaver, who'd made all the right moves in the series, decided to bring on Eddie Watt in relief for his first appearance of the series to face May. May has been the Reds' best hitter in the series. And he clouted Watt's first pitch into the left field seats as the Oriole fans watched in disbelief and the small contingent of Reds' fans cheered.

Cites verbal abuse as major problem

Congressman Allard Lowenstein (Dem.-N.J.), leading House dove and 1970 Notre Dame senior fellow, needs help to win reelection in a reapportioned congressional district, according to organizers of a Notre Dame group of supporters. Elected through the aid of Notre Dame students in 1968, Lowenstein is reported to be over 20,000 votes behind his opponent, Jim McGlothlin. The senatorial race is considered a toss-up.

The Reds were on the brink of being swept in four straight games by catching a three run homer Wednesday to beat Brooks Robinson and the Baltimore Orioles 6-5 in the fourth game of the World Series.

The Security Department has a budget of $200,000 a year. It

and to carry pistols. Only two regular campus Security men carry guns, and for their own defense, the force will soon be increased. At the chance of destroying some of the "quaint uniqueness" of the campus, Lowenstein and his colleagues will be established in the near future to illuminate the Main Quad. Fr. Riehle said that for $168,000 a community network of locks and monitors, such as found in many modern universities, could be constructed at Notre Dame. He said that such a system would enable Security to do a better job in guarding the buildings and allow us to lay off a few men. It will come about.

At the chance of destroying some of the "quaint uniqueness" of the campus, Lowenstein and his colleagues will be established in the near future to illuminate the Main Quad. Fr. Riehle said that for $168,000 a community network of locks and monitors, such as found in many modern universities, could be constructed at Notre Dame. He said that such a system would enable Security to do a better job in guarding the buildings and allow us to lay off a few men. It will come about.

Listening to the verbal abuse that constantly bombards the men, and he urged them to build up respect for the Security forces in their classes. He warned the faculty that they were in many ways as bad as the students. Doctor Al Malley remarked, "It's hard to expect students to be models of deportment when faculty members don't pay traffic tickets and when they allow questionable actions in the dormitories to go unrimprimand. If we see something we don't like in the students, perhaps we had better look to ourselves as the faculty."

With one dissenting vote, the Senate passed a resolution that the Senate that the Provost, Fr. Burcheill, that he convene a meeting of the Faculty and the University at large, at which Fr. Riehle would present the problem of campus security.

Attention OBSERVER Staff - General Staff Meeting in the Office Friday at 4:45
(DONE PICTURES TO BE TAKEN)